We propose a genre taxonomy as a knowledge repository of communicative structures or "typified actions" enacted by organizational members. The genre taxonomy is intended to help people make sense of diverse types of communicative actions and provide ideas for improving work processes that coordinate the communication of information. It engages several features to achieve this objective. First, the genre taxonomy represents the elements of both genres and genre systems as embedded in a social context reflecting the communicative questions why, what, who, when, where, and how (5W1H). In other words, the genre taxonomy represents the purpose, content, participants, timing, location, and form of communicative action. Second, the genre taxonomy distinguishes between widely recognized genres such as a report and specific genres such as a particular company's technical report, because the difference sheds light on the context of genre use. Third, the genre taxonomy represents use and evolution of a genre over time to help people understand how a genre is used and changed by a community over time. Fourth, the genre taxonomy represents aspects of information coordination via genres, thus providing ideas for improving work processes using genres. We have constructed a prototype of such a genre taxonomy using the Process Handbook, a process knowledge repository developed at MIT. We have included both widely recognized genres such as the memo and specific genres such as those used in the Process Handbook itself. We suggest that this genre taxonomy may be useful in the innovation of new document templates or methods for communication because it helps to clarify different possible uses of similar genres and explicates how genres play a coordination role among people and between people and their tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Human communication has always been central to organizational action. It is not too much to say that whether a business is effective depends in great part on how well it communicates with its customers. These days, many businesses face new communication challenges because they need to move their operations into a new sphere, such as making inroads into foreign markets and creating e-commerce units. As the Internet has spread, it has made communicating with various people easier, and it has facilitated the emergence and use of many types of new communication media within a variety of different business situations. For example, a virtual meeting space is used in daily communication within a software research and development community [Churchill and Bly 1999] . Electronic bulletin boards are also used to share information on topics of common interest within communities of practice [Wenger and Snyder 2000] or professional associations such as the American Medical Association [Hagel and Armstrong 1997] . Thus thinking strategically about the effectiveness of communication becomes increasingly important for organizations to obtain desired audience responses and achieve stated business goals.
There are many textbooks and guides about managerial communication (e.g., Munter [1997] ) but they provide only typical knowledge, and do not give us adequate guidance for communicating in a new medium or in a radically new situation. In order to apply knowledge in new conditions, we need an environment where well-categorized typical examples are documented and available, where we can find similar cases to understand conditions for use and get ideas to apply to new situations or media, and to which we can add emergent examples.
Today, knowledge creation, transfer, and transformation are seen as particularly important arenas for communication. The success of an organization often depends on whether members of the organization actively create knowledge and how effectively they share that knowledge within the organization through communication. As Senge [1990] claims in The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of the Learning Organization, dialogue and skillful discussion are critical for developing "learning organizations." In addition, people are said to "make knowledge their own" within a communicative situation; that is, people often learn in the context of ordinary communication [Brown et al. 1989 ]. Knowledge management is a buzzword now, and many firms have created their own knowledge repositories to share and reuse knowledge in the organization. However, a typical knowledge repository stores specific domain knowledge such as knowledge related to design and manufacturing in a firm, and the purpose is usually only to share the content of documents and document templates. Thus the knowledge repository provides "know-what" but not "know-how" or "knowwhy," and typically lacks the shared context for communication that helps with the mastery of new knowledge.
In this article, we propose a new type of knowledge repository (a genre taxonomy), which represents know-what (the constituent elements of genres of communication) and know-how and know-why (the typified social context of genre use). A genre, such as a report or a meeting, may be defined as a type of communication recognized and enacted by members of a community or organization [Yates and Orlikowski 1992] . Genres may be analyzed in terms of a number of dimensions, particularly those representing the why (purpose), what (content), when (timing), where (location), who (participants), and how (structure and medium) of communication (5W1H). For the last several decades, many new electronic communication media such as electronic mail and the World Wide Web have emerged and evolved, and few people understand what genres to enact within these new media or how to use such media effectively within organizations. We believe that our genre taxonomy prototype, which offers knowledge about genres, as well as their effective use, can help people learn and communicate knowledge about genres, and to adapt or innovate their communication within new electronic media.
In the remainder of this article, we introduce our genre taxonomy and its prototype implementation in the Process Handbook [Malone et al. 1999 ], a process repository developed by the Center for Coordination Science at MIT. In the next section, we introduce and describe the notion of genres of organizational communication. In Section 3, we describe the genre taxonomy in terms of the 5W1H dimensions and the use and evolution of genres over time. In Section 4, we use coordination theory [Malone and Crowston 1994 ] to demonstrate how genres coordinate information in terms of usefulness, location, and timing. In Section 5, we explain the prototype implementation of the genre taxonomy. In Section 6 we draw on the genres used within the admissions process at MIT's Sloan School of Management ] to describe the relationship between genres and work processes, and illustrate the benefits that may be derived from using the genre taxonomy in practice. We conclude the article by discussing the implications of the genre taxonomy for researchers and practitioners.
GENRES OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
As a concept, the genre has a long tradition in rhetorical and literary analysis [Bakhtin 1986] . Recently a number of researchers in cultural, rhetorical, and design studies have begun using it to refer to typified social action [Brown 1994; Bazerman 1988; Berkenkotter and Huckin 1995; Miller 1984] . Yates and Orlikowski [1992] have applied the notion of genres to organizational communications such as business letters, memos, face-to-face meetings, reports, announcements, and so on. They define genres as "socially recognized types of communicative action habitually enacted by members of a community to realize particular communicative and collaborative purposes" [Yates and Orlikowski 1992, page 299] . Genres may be identified by their socially recognized purpose and common characteristics of form.
The purpose of a genre is not an individual's private motive for communication, but the purpose that senders and recipients of communication within a community socially recognize and invoke in a typical situation, for example, proposing a project, informing and directing in an official announcement, or brainstorming how to resolve a problem. The form of a genre refers to the observable aspects of the communication: media, such as pen and paper, face-to-face meeting, and electronic mail; structural features, such as document style and format; and linguistic features, such as informality, humor, and technical language. Yates and Orlikowski [1992] argued in "Genres of Organizational Communication: A Structurational Approach to Studying Communication" that genres constitute social structures that manifest what Giddens [1984] has called the "duality of structure." That is, structures are enacted by the recurrent social practices that shape and are shaped by them. Understanding this duality of structure helps us to comprehend how and why genres are established, used, and changed over time.
Yates and Orlikowski also examined the genres enacted in such electronic communication media as electronic mailing lists [Orlikowski and Yates 1994] , Usenet newsgroups [Yates et al. 1999] , and the Team Rooms of Lotus Notes databases Orlikowski and Yates 1998 ]. Drawing on Bazerman's [1994] notion of genre systemsequences of interrelated communicative actions such as the reviewing process for a scientific journal- examined the genre systems in use within a US high-technology company using Team Room. They found that a genre system reveals expectations about purpose, participants, content, form, timing, and location of communicative interactions. For the purposes of this article, the key difference between a genre and genre system is that although each has attributes, a genre system additionally has relational attributes that indicate relationships among constituent genres, such as sequence.
GENRE TAXONOMY
The purpose of our proposed genre taxonomy is to help people make sense of diverse types of communicative actions. To achieve this purpose, the genre taxonomy has to represent both widely recognized genres such as a report and specific genres such as a technical report used in a specific company, so that the context of genre use is highlighted. For example, comparing the form features evident in a technical report genre used by a company with those of the more general report genre helps us identify the different institutions that shaped the specific genre.
The genre taxonomy also has to represent the elements of a genre as embedded in a social context reflecting the '5W1H' questions.
1 In other words, the genre taxonomy represents dimensions of genres in terms of purpose, content, participants, timing, location, and form (including media and linguistic devices). We do not intend these six dimensions to be exhaustive or definitive, but rather offer them as a grounded starting point for classifying characteristics of genres and genre systems based on empirical evidence in organizations.
Although other semantic categorization systems have been proposed (e.g., Lehnert [1978] and Pentland and Lee [2001] ), they are based on formal approaches rather than empirical data. For our purposes here, we have preferred to base our taxonomic categories on the dimensions derived from Yates and Orlikowski's empirical work on the use of genres in organizational practice. 2 We describe each of the six dimensions of genre below.
Why : Purpose of a Genre/Genre System
In Genre Knowledge in Disciplinary Communication Berkenkotter and Huckin [1995] used speech act theory [Austin 1975; Searle 1969 ] as a deductive analytic framework for describing the textual moves that actors make when they intend to persuade in a peer review process. Although speech act theory's target is a speaker's utterances, they concluded that analysis of the illocutionary acts evident in peer review communication provides empirical evidence that illocutionary acts do get things accomplished in the world, either through direct or indirect means.
We established initial purpose categories in our genre taxonomy based on speech act theory, and modified and added some categories based on the coding schemes that Yates and Orlikowski used in their empirical genre studies [Orlikowski and Yates 1994; Yates et al. 1999 . In addition, we referred to Roget's Thesaurus [Roget and Chapman 1992] and WordNet [Fellbaum 1998 ], an online lexical database for English developed by the Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University, to clarify notions and write explanations of each category. The purpose categories now consist of eight items: inform, request, express (emotion), decide, propose, respond, record, and other (to allow expansion of a scheme that is inherently open-ended).
Some genres, especially generally recognized genres, such as the memo, have multiple purposes, and the genre taxonomy differentiates primary and secondary purposes to help prioritization of genre use in social contexts. For example, the memo genre is used mainly to inform its readers and record information, and it may be used for directing an order, or proposing some course of action.
It is worth noting that a genre system usually has a different purpose than its constituent genres, because a genre system itself provides expectations about its socially recognized purposes to coordinate the collaborative activities by means of its constituent genres. We can illustrate this using the ballot genre system (see Figure 1) , which Orlikowski and Yates [1994] identified from studying a group of distributed professionals using electronic mail to negotiate the Common Lisp specifications (hereafter we call this task the Common Lisp project).
The ballot genre system has three interrelated genres: the ballot questionnaire genre issued by the coordinator, the ballot response genre generated by group members, and the ballot result genre, a summary of the replies issued by the coordinator. As the ballot genre system was used to poll opinions and test consensus among the participants, it might belong to the "decide" purpose. The ballot questionnaire genre might belong to both the "inform" and "request" purpose categories, because it was used to inform group members about issues and to request their replies. The ballot response genre might belong to the "respond" purpose category, and the ballot result genre might belong to the "inform" and "record" purpose categories because the coordinator used the genre to notify group members of the results of a ballot and to record them electronically. Thus the ballot genre system as a whole has a purpose different from the purpose of its constituent genres.
What : Content of a Genre/Genre System
Genres provide expectations about the content of a communication. For example, the recipient of a thank you note expects it to include some words representing the sender's appreciation. Suppose that an organization has a convention of a daily morning meeting and the meeting usually includes the manager's comments about his or her views of the present state of things. The specific face-to-face genre enacted at this organization might include the expectation of managerial comments. The genre taxonomy represents the typical content expected of different types of genres.
As mentioned, sometimes genres are linked to each other so as to constitute a genre system that coordinates communicative actions. For example, the face-to-face meeting genre system may include the meeting announcement genre, the meeting agenda genre, the face-to-face meeting genre, and the minutes genre. Certain genres could be omitted from the genre system (e.g., meeting announcement), or combined (e.g., meeting announcement and agenda), whereas others are required (e.g., the meeting cannot be excluded).
The genre taxonomy indexes genre systems and also the genre constituents of each genre system. Thus it can be used to discover both what genres a genre system may have and what genre systems are in the taxonomy. Both a genre system and its genre constituents are classified in the genre taxonomy under relevant purpose categories; thus the coordination process in a genre system may be understood through examining the purposes of the genre system and its constituent genres. For example, in the ballot genre system described above, the difference in purpose categories between the ballot genre system and the ballot questionnaire genre suggests that a ballot questionnaire helps to coordinate the decision process by informing recipients about issues and options and requesting responses by a due date.
3.3 Who : Participants in a Genre/Genre System A genre is enacted by participants who communicate within a community, the size of which may range from very small such as a department, an organization, and a class in a school to very large such as a profession and the citizenry of one or more countries. In the genre taxonomy, each genre is associated with a community to which its participants belong. For example, all genres elicited from the Common Lisp project are associated with the category "Genres of the Common Lisp project" and all genres used in the online Process Handbook (http://process.mit.edu/handbook.html) are associated with "Genres of the online Process Handbook." The collection of genres used in the same community represents that community's genre repertoire, or the set of genres enacted by community members [Orlikowski and Yates 1994] .
Different genres within a genre system may also be associated with different senders and receivers. In the ballot genre system, for example, the coordinator issues the ballot questionnaire and the ballot result, whereas other group members receive these messages and send ballot responses.
When : Timing of a Genre/Genre System
Because a genre is invoked in a recurrent situation, its use is associated with particular timing or opportunity ]. Time can be quantitative or qualitative, clock-or event-based, and so on [Hassard 1996 ]. For example, the thank you note genre is used when a person feels some appreciation for the gift or activity bestowed by another (i.e., event-based timing). Or, the daily morning meeting genre enacted within a specific organization includes expectations of when it begins and ends (e.g., begins at 8:30 AM and ends at 9:00 AM; i.e., clock-based timing). The genre taxonomy includes any timing expectations associated with the use of a genre, for instance, that a genre should be used within a certain time period of an event (such as thank you notes being sent within a few weeks) or at set time intervals (such as the daily morning meeting).
A genre system typically has expectations about the sequence of its constituent elements. Thus the constituent genres of a genre system are related by their relative timing within a genre system. Altering the order of the constituent genres of a genre system creates a different variant of a genre system. For example, if a meeting announcement is sent before an agenda, the decision process used to decide which people will participate may be different than if an agenda were sent out before or along with the meeting announcement.
Where : Location of a Genre/Genre System
In a sense, a genre reflects the culture shared by participants in a community, because it identifies the recurrent situation or socially defined need from the history and nature of established practices, social relations, and communication media within the community. For example, a kaizen proposal is used in Japanese corporations to facilitate bottom-up quality improvement, a common activity in Japanese manufacturing departments. Thus the genre taxonomy represents the location where a genre is typically enacted such as Japan, or Massachusetts, or the northeastern United States, and so on. For electronic communication over the Internet, the physical locations of communicative actions are becoming less meaningful because of the shifting borders characteristic of cyberspace. However, because virtual spaces provide expectations of "where" in an Internet community, the genre taxonomy may also include expectations about virtual space in addition to those for physical space. For example, a study of a Japanese R&D project group by Yates et al. [1999] found that members of different subgroups enacted genres within different "local" newsgroups in the Usenet-based groupware system.
A genre system also includes expectations about physical or virtual location. Using the ballot genre system as an example, if the participants are located close to each other, or they have an opportunity to gather at the same place such as an AAAI conference, then a physical or face-to-face balloting system might be easy to implement. In the case of the Common Lisp Project, an email approach was used that allowed the coordinator and the various respondents to conduct electronic ballots when participants were geographically dispersed.
3.6 How : Form of a Genre/Genre System As we described in the previous section, a genre is typically characterized by a recognizable form. Form refers to observable features that include structural elements, medium, and linguistic features. The genre taxonomy represents these features along with purposes for identifying a genre. For example, the genre taxonomy includes the "Electronic Traditional Memo in Japan" genre, identified in the communication of a Japanese R&D group by Yates et al. [1999] with "Kanji signature" and "no embedded message" as structural features, "Usenet news group adjusted to Japanese environment" as medium, and "Kanji subject line" and "no dialect" as linguistic features.
A genre system also has expectations about form, including expectations about media, and about the genres making up the system. For example, the face-to-face meeting genre system typically includes an announcement and an agenda in writing (either paper-based or electronic), a face-to-face meeting, and minutes in writing. But form features may vary by local conventions or even by instance. For example, the face-to-face meeting genre system enacted in a certain group may not include the agenda genre and/or minutes genre due to the group's conventions.
Evolution of a Genre/Genre System over Time
From the organizational point of view, a genre is used in a process cycle that consists of enacting a genre and observing genre use.
3 At the same time, genre use influences the participants involved in the communication. In enacting a genre, participants identify (whether reflectively or habitually) a recurrent situation and genre rules from their prior communication experiences in order to select an appropriate genre. They usually reproduce the established genre, but sometimes elaborate, replace, or undercut it either inadvertently or deliberately in order to adapt to changes in the situation. Recipients identify the genre or genre variant being used based on their identification of a recurrent situation and their own prior experiences. A specific genre such as an email memo typically used in a particular company is a variant of the more general memo, and the genre taxonomy places specific genres in a category named "examples of a widely recognized genre" which is a subcategory under this general genre category.
The "genre use over time" process cycle is a dynamic state of production, reproduction, and change. A genre can evolve from another genre because participants can elaborate or replace genres during their enactment. For example, in the past, a memo was elaborated from the informal business letter genre and the electronic memo genre was elaborated from the memo genre (see Figure 2) . In each case, the genre had been used in an ongoing manner in one form before it was elaborated in another form over time.
COORDINATING INFORMATION USING GENRES
As described in Section 2, when the members in a community enact genres and/or genre systems, they draw on expectations of communicative purpose, content, form, participants, timing, and location. In other words, use of genres attempts to facilitate the credible flow of appropriate information to the appropriate place at the appropriate time. In this context, appropriateness is that which is socially accepted and "credibility" is in accordance with socially recognized purpose, participants, communication sequence, and form. As shown in Figure 1 , use of genre coordinates information exchanged in communicative action. Hereafter, we illustrate how genres may be used to coordinate information by using coordination theory [Malone and Crowston 1994] and extending the work of Osborn [1996] to emphasize genres. We also illustrate coordination mechanisms in which genres address issues of appropriateness related to resource usability, location, and temporality, including divisibility, reusability, accessibility, and timing.
Coordination Theory and the Process Handbook
In coordination theory, coordination is defined as managing dependencies among activities. Malone and Crowston [1994] propose three types of elementary dependencies: flow, fit, and sharing ( Figure 3) . 4 A flow dependency arises whenever an activity produces a resource or resources that are used by another activity. A fit dependency occurs whenever multiple activities collectively produce the same resource, and a sharing dependency occurs whenever the same resources are used by multiple activities.
Processes called coordination mechanisms manage the relationships represented by dependencies. A flow dependency has coordination mechanisms that ensure the provision of the right resource at the right place and right time. For example, a process to provide resources just in time is a coordination mechanism that manages a flow dependency. Another coordination mechanism would be to build a stock of inventory in advance.
The Process Handbook has been under development at the Center for Coordination Science at MIT for over seven years. The goal of the Process Handbook project is to develop a process repository that contains a generic framework for classifying business processes, including selected examples of "best practices," case studies, and other process descriptions, with integrated tools for viewing, retrieving, and authoring process knowledge.
Based on coordination theory, the Process Handbook incorporates two key concepts: process specialization and dependencies. There are two hierarchies that represent processes in the Process Handbook. One is typical of most process representation tools: a decomposition hierarchy that represents a "has-a" relationship network between activities (i.e., X has a Y), in which an activity in the Process Handbook is broken down into its subactivities. The other is a specialization hierarchy, an "is-a" relationship network between activities (i.e., X is a Y), in which an activity inherits the attributes from its parent activities. This specialization hierarchy is similar to that in object-oriented programming, but it is specialized in terms not of objects (nouns) but processes (verbs).
In Figure 4 , we show the decomposition of "Sell product" into its component parts or subactivities. The two specializations of "Sell product" shown are "Mail order sales" and "Retail Store sales." These two specializations inherit the subactivities such as "Identify prospects" (among other attributes) from the parent activity and then may "specialize" the subactivity. For example, the way that one identifies prospects in mail order sales is by obtaining mailing lists. We have a taxonomy of over 5,000 activities in the Process Handbook. Specializations of an activity are often grouped into "bundles" that are represented by brackets [ ].
Coordinating Information Flow, Fit, and Sharing with Genres
Genres convey socially recognized information that is associated with the typical communicative interactions occurring within a community. Genres coordinate the flow of information from senders to recipients, and legitimate the manner and form in which it is conveyed. For example, in the ballot genre system (Figure 1) , a coordinator uses the ballot questionnaire genre to send information about issues, and to poll opinions and test consensus.
Genres may be used to fit information from senders together and coordinate other activities. In the ballot response genre, for example, the responses from participants were sent to the coordinator, who aggregated the data (fit) and posted a ballot result.
Information carried by certain genres can be shared by multiple activities. For example, information in a ballot result could be shared by two or more activities. In the Common LISP project, the coordinator used it to write the manuscript of the Common Lisp manual, and members used it to ask questions about the results or to propose additional solutions using the dialogue genre.
Coordination Aspects Related to Resource Usability
As stated above, a flow dependency occurs when a resource produced by one activity is used by another. Coordination of this dependency depends upon certain attributes of the resource: divisibility, concurrency, and reusability. Divisibility means that a resource can be divided without losing its utility. For example, water, money, or chocolate can be divided into smaller units. Concurrency means that multiple users can use the same resource at the same time (e.g., a Web page). Reusability means the same resource may be used multiple times without being consumed. In this section we describe how genres coordinate information as a resource.
The intangible nature of information allows for a wider spectrum of choices for coordination mechanisms. Information is easy to use concurrently or to reuse. Dividing information addresses the level of granularity. In the ballot questionnaire genre, the coordinator could divide a questionnaire into several short questionnaires, or he might bundle all the issues together in a single long questionnaire to ask the participants to contribute solutions to each issue all at once.
In addition, information is easy to replicate, especially in electronic form. The coordinator may electronically copy ballot responses into the ballot results.
Coordination Aspects Related to Time
We can consider two temporal aspects of coordination mechanisms: timing and the sequencing of activities.
Participants in a genre or genre system have expectations about timing such as a deadline or due date. For example, the ballot questionnaire genre contains information about reply date, so use of the genre coordinates responses from participants, supporting the coordination of the overall ballot genre system. This timing is explicit, but participants may also have implicit timing expectations about genre use. For example, the participants might have expected and accepted the ballot genre system to be invoked when they recognized that there were urgent issues around which they needed to reach consensus.
As constituent genres of a genre system interlock, participants in a community also have common expectations about the sequencing of activities among the constituent genres. The genre system helps the participants act coherently in a socially recognized sequence. For example, the sequence of ballot processes constituting the ballot genre system provided expectations to the Common LISP participants about the sequence of activities involved in a ballot. Even at the first ballot, use of the genre system coordinated participants' activity because they recognized the electronic ballot processes by identifying similarities and differences with their past paper voting activities. All elements of the genre system may not have an exact sequence (e.g., the sequence of responses may vary from ballot to ballot), but certain elements must be in sequence for the whole to be recognizable as a genre system and to successfully coordinate an activity over time.
Coordination Aspects Related to Location
As described in Section 3.5, genres provide expectations about the location of communicative actions. There are two aspects of coordination mechanisms: space and accessibility.
Using a location coordination mechanism, we can move or collocate produced or consumed resources of activities. Information is easy to move. In the Common Lisp project, the coordinator could issue the ballot questionnaire electronically. Information can also be concurrently accessed. The Common Lisp ballot genre system provided a common virtual space to help the participants reach consensus on contentious issues. The ballot response genre also specified where the responses from the participants should be sent (moved)-that is, to the coordinator's electronic mailbox.
Using an accessibility coordination mechanism, we can control access at the location where resources are assigned. When we use genres in an electronic medium, such as Web pages and email, it is important to consider coordination mechanisms relevant to both openness and trust of information. As genres provide socially recognized expectations about access, the characteristics of the medium may shape the condition of access. For example, in the case of the ballot response genre, which used a mailing list including all the participants, a participant could expect that the entire content of her reply would be accessible to other participants.
PROTOTYPE OF THE GENRE TAXONOMY
We implemented a prototype of the genre taxonomy using the Process Handbook developed at MIT [Malone et al. 1999 ]. The prototype of the genre taxonomy currently contains both widely recognized and specific genres. Currently, the open set of widely recognized genres includes 14 genres: business letter, memo, expense form, report, face-to-face meeting genre system, personal homepage, and so on. Specific genres include the results of genre analysis from three prior studies undertaken by Yates and Orlikowski: Common Lisp project genres [Orlikowski and Yates 1994] , Acorn project genres [Yates et al. 1999] , and Team Room genre systems . Specific genres also include those found in two other cases we analyzed: the online Process Handbook genre system, and genres related to the online admissions process at the MIT Sloan School of Management (which we refer to as Sloan Admissions). Because the Process Handbook syntax is based on activities that must be named with a verb, a genre in the genre taxonomy is not simply named (as in "memo"), but is named with a verb prefix (as in "Communicate using memo").
Below, we describe how we implemented the genre taxonomy in the Process Handbook, using the elements of the specialization hierarchy, the decomposition hierarchy, flow, fit, and sharing dependencies, and the description field of activities.
Implementation of Information About Why : The Purpose of a Genre/Genre System
The genre taxonomy uses a specialization hierarchy and bundles to represent the purpose categories described in Section 3. Figure 5 shows in an outline form the purpose categories currently represented in the genre taxonomy. Each purpose category, such as "Inform," is under the "[Communicate why?]" bundle. If a genre has only one primary purpose, then we use the purpose in its title, such as "Propose using a proposal." If it has multiple primary purposes, we use "communicate" in its title, such as "Communicate using discussion."
The description of the genre contains information about its primary and secondary purposes. For example, a memo might primarily be used to inform or record, and secondarily to request, express, and so on.
Implementation of Information About What : Content of a Genre/Genre System
The genre taxonomy uses the description field of the activity for representing the content of a genre. The genre taxonomy uses a decomposition hierarchy to represent a genre system. Figure 6 illustrates the genres that compose a typical face-to-face meeting genre system. Although not all meetings will have all of these components, in this example we can see that the face-to-face meeting genre system typically consists of the gendres: meeting announcement, agenda, meeting, and minutes. Fig. 6 . Description of the activity "Communicate using face-to-face meeting system."
Implementation of Information About Who : Participants in a
Genre/Genre System
The "actor" attribute of an activity in the Process Handbook is intended to represent people who take part in a process. Multiple actors can be included in this attribute, so both senders and recipients of a communication can be included. If it is important to segregate senders and recipients for analysis, new attributes can be added to the various activities to reflect this. For example, the coordinator or facilitator sent the ballot questionnaire in the Common Lisp project to the entire Common Lisp community. The actors in a genre system are the same as those enacting the various genres within the genre system. A genre repertoire consists of those genres and genre systems used by actors within a community or organization. The genre taxonomy uses the specialization hierarchy and the bundle "[Communicate using genre repertoire-examples]" to show how different communities enact a set or repertoire of genres. For example, the genre repertoire identified in the Common Lisp Project [Orlikowski and Yates 1994] consists of four activities: "Decide using ballot system {Common Lisp Project}," "Communicate using dialogue {Common Lisp Project}," "Communicate using memo {Common Lisp Project}," and "Communicate using CL proposal {Common Lisp Project}."
Implementation of Information About When : Timing of a Genre/Genre System
The genre taxonomy uses the description field of the activity to represent the timing and situation of use of a single genre. For example, a thank you note genre is sent at different times in different cultures or for different situations. In the US the time within which a thank you note should be sent depends upon the number of gifts received. For one or a few gifts, a couple of weeks would be typical. For a large number of gifts such as those received for a wedding, a few months may be typical. In Japan, a thank you note for one or a large number of gifts is typically sent earlier than in the US and would be more likely to be sent within a month. The genre taxonomy uses the Process Handbook's "dependency diagram" capability to show the sequence of the genre constituents within a genre system. It also represents the dependencies between activities. For example, in the face-to-face meeting system, there are often four elements: announce meeting, communicate using agenda, communicate in face-to-face meeting, and communicate using minutes. The sequence of these activities may vary. For example, if the meeting announcement genre were to also contain the agenda, then the agenda itself must be developed before the announcement is sent.
Implementation of Information About Where : Location of a
The genre taxonomy uses a special attribute called "location" to represent the location of a genre. This may be a physical location or a virtual location such as "cyberspace." Since a genre system may use multiple locations, the aggregate of the component genre locations make up the overall location for the genre system.
Implementation of Information About How : Form of a Genre/Genre System
In the genre taxonomy, the description field is used for representing the form of the genres and genre systems. This description field is highly flexible and can include explanatory text, graphic objects, or links to Web sites with more information.
Implementation of Information About the Evolution of a Genre over Time
The specialization hierarchy, the decomposition hierarchy, and flow dependencies are used to depict genre use over time. As mentioned in Section 3.7, genre use over time involves a process cycle. Figure 7 is a dependency diagram from the Process Handbook where each activity in the cycle is an activity and each relation between processes is represented by a flow dependency. Note that it is usually only possible to identify the initial use of a genre retrospectively, after its establishment as a genre within a community. If no one reinforces the usage of a new "protogenre," it will not achieve the socially recognized status of a genre. For example, the ballot questionnaire only became a genre after the Common Lisp members responded to the ballot messages as requested and after further examples were enacted within the group. Moreover, even when the initial use of a genre is retrospectively identified, it may typically be characterized as a variation on a previously existing form (e.g., the ballot request commonly used in face-to-face meetings).
The specialization hierarchy and bundle are used to represent the relations between a general genre and its specific variants enacted in an organization. Figure 8 shows an example that uses a specialization hierarchy and a bundle named [Communicate using genres for official announcement-examples] to represent the relations between the official announcement genre and its variant genres such as the official announcement genre used in the Acorn project. Detecting the differences among those genres may give us an initial opportunity to consider the context of use of specific genres and employ that to explain why, how, and when the differences emerged.
During the evolution of the electronic memo genre, the informal business letter genre was elaborated from the formal business letter genre, the memo genre was elaborated from the informal business letter genre, and the electronic memo genre was elaborated from the memo genre. To represent this evolution in the handbook, we use a decomposition hierarchy. Each element of this decomposition is a specialization of "Genre use over time" activity. In order to represent evolution, "Enact genre" activity is replaced by various specializations of the activity, such as the activity "Enact elaboration of genre." Constituent activities such as "Select genre," may also be replaced by a more specialized activity, such as with the "Enact genre" activity. This representation using process inheritance is a simple and powerful feature of the Process Handbook. The genre taxonomy can represent the relation between the chronological view and genre use over time effectively, and thus the genre taxonomy enables users an historical review of genres with examples.
Representing Aspects of Genre Coordination
In addition to the 5W1H aspects described above, genres can also coordinate information associated with the dependencies described in Section 4. The genre taxonomy prototype uses the dependency diagram functionality to represent this information. When a dependency diagram includes activities in which the actors use genres for communicative actions, the actors send and/or receive information, which is a resource of the dependency connected to the activity. As discussed in Section 4.1, a sharing dependency occurs when the same resource is used by multiple activities. When this resource is associated with a genre, the genre plays a role in coordinating the sharing of information for the activities that use the resource. Similarly, when there is a fit dependency among activities with associated genres, the genres play a role in coordinating the fit of information for these activities. Note that when multiple actors perform one activity, a genre associated with this activity may play a role in coordinating the fit of the information provided by the multiple actors. For example, the "Communicate using the ballot results genre" activity is associated with the "Respond using the ballot response genre" activity whose actors are the many participants of the Common Lisp project, and the ballot results genre is used to fit together the information carried by the various instantiations of the ballot response genre.
In order to represent aspects of genre coordination related to resource usability, temporality, and location, the genre taxonomy uses a specialization hierarchy and bundles in order to classify the coordination aspects shown in Section 4. The top activity named "Coordinating information using genres" is under the activity "Manage dependency," whose subactivities are other coordination mechanisms in the Process Handbook. Figure 9 illustrates a part of the specialization hierarchy under the activity "Coordinate information using genres." If the activity using genres can coordinate information in multiple ways, the activity is represented under multiple activities. For example, as shown in Figure 9 , the activity "Communicate using the ballot questionnaire" is a subactivity of both the activity "Coordinate divisibility of Info using genres," and the activity "Coordinate timing of information using genres." The specialization hierarchy and bundles of genre coordination mechanisms help us to understand how a genre coordinates activities involving information.
WORK PROCESS ANALYSIS USING THE GENRE TAXONOMY
Because communication is a critical activity in and across organizations, there are strong relationships between work processes and communication.
We illustrate how we can analyze work processes using the genre taxonomy with an example from the Sloan MBA application process (based on the research done by Orlikowski et al. [2001] , where an online application process has been deployed since 1998. In the following section, we start with a summary of the Sloan Admissions process that involves the online application. We then demonstrate how we analyzed the relationships between work processes and genres and generated ideas for improving the work processes.
Summary of the Sloan Admissions Process
The Sloan School of Management at MIT was the first US business school to accept only online applications for MBA students . Late in 1997, the Sloan School's Admissions Office decided for various business reasons to require online application for the Class of 2001 MBA students who would apply to the school during the Spring of 1998. For comparison, we briefly describe the previous admission processes that relied on paper applications and then contrast them with those used for online applications. The previous paper-based Sloan Admissions process was similar to that at other business schools. First, an applicant requested an application package via phone, postal mail, or a fax to the Admissions Office. The Admissions Office sent the application package (which consisted of two brochures and a paper application form) via postal mail to the applicant. The applicant filled out the form, prepared a cover letter and resume, wrote essays, and requested that others send recommendation letters, GMAT scores, and transcripts from previous schools. After an applicant submitted his or her part of the application to the Sloan School via postal mail and the external sources completed the application with the requested information, the Admissions Office sent a notification of completion to the applicant, and gathered the various parts of the application into a single paper file. Then the Sloan School determined whether to admit, reject, or wait list each applicant. The Sloan Admissions Office notified each applicant of this result by postal mail. Admitted students were asked to notify the school by a certain date about whether they would accept their offer of admission to the school. Applicants who were on a waiting list were also asked to notify the school whether they wished to remain on the list. After the Admissions office determined the set of incoming students, they sent information packages to the students, and held events to help them prepare to enter the school.
The Sloan Admissions Process with Online Applications.
In changing to online applications, the Sloan Admissions Office partnered with a firm, GradAdvantage, which had a Web-based online application service for MBA and graduate school programs. The Sloan Admissions Office also developed a Web site for interested potential applicants, as well as a new site for coordinating subsequent activities with admitted students (the AddMIT Sloan site). Applicants for the Class of 2001 requested brochures via the Sloan Web site or email, as well as via phone, postal mail, or a fax to the Admissions Office. In reply, the Admissions Office sent two brochures and information about online applications via postal mail. Applicants registered biographical information, essays, cover letters, resumes, and other data via the GradAdvantage Web site, and GradAdvantage sent emails to applicants with tracking numbers. Letters of recommendation and transcripts were sent directly to the Admissions Office. The Admissions Office downloaded the application data from the GradAdvantage database, and the Admissions Office sent notifications to each applicant via email when the application was complete. After the Sloan School determined each applicant's status as in previous years, the Admissions Office sent results via email and postal mail. Admitted students received an email first with an informal letter of admission, and then received formal letters of admission via postal mail. Rejected applicants received formal letters via postal mail. Applicants on a waiting list received formal letters, requests to register on the waiting list, as well as FAQs via email After an admitted student accepted the offer on the AddMIT Sloan site, the Admissions Office sent letters acknowledging the acceptance via email. These had been sent via postal mail in the past. The Admissions Office had created the AddMIT site for the incoming Class of 2001 students with at least three objectives: "to market the Sloan School to incoming students, manage the matriculation process by facilitating the processing of required forms quickly and accurately, and connect admitted students with one another" .
This site played an important amplifying role when several incoming students, having met in a chat session on the site, created a virtual community of admitted students using Yahoo! The size of the community grew significantly when the Admissions Office staff cooperated with incoming students by linking the Yahoo! Club to the AddMIT Sloan site. Incoming students used the virtual community to create social connections and exchange information about preparing for their new life at Sloan. They used a chat room first once a week on average and then three times a week. They also used a message board, on which they posted 1,148 messages in total, and published several electronic newsletters. According to the results of a survey conducted once the students had arrived at Sloan, most admitted students read the message board, two thirds of them read and/or contributed to newsletters, and almost half joined the chat sessions. Using the virtual community, many incoming students got to know each other in advance of their entrance to Sloan, and shared useful information with their future colleagues.
Relationships Between Genres and the Sloan Admissions Work Processes
In this subsection, we first illustrate the genres invoked in both the paperbased and the online admission processes at the Sloan School. Then, using the genre taxonomy, we demonstrate how to analyze relationships between the genres and the work processes in terms of information coordination, and display the role of the genre taxonomy in generating ideas for improving the work processes.
Genres Relevant to the Sloan Admissions Process.
Using data gathered by Orlikowski et al., we identified both paper-based and online genres in the Sloan Admissions process ( Table I ). Note that in Table I , genre names with the "e-" prefix refer to genres with electronic form, and genre names without the "e-" prefix denote genres in paper form. The Sloan Admissions processes involve various people such as the Sloan Admissions Office staff and applicants from all over the world. Table I shows that the genres enacted by Sloan applicants are variants of widely recognized genres such as the brochure genre and the business letter genre.
Genre Coordination Roles in the Sloan Admissions Work Processes.
In the following, we take the genres identified from the Sloan Admissions process for the Class of 2001, and demonstrate details of the information coordination, using the genre taxonomy as an analytical lens. Then we explore ideas for how genres could be used for further online processes. Note that parenthesized representation, such as "(why)" and "(accessibility)" describe what element of the 5W1H genre framework was addressed, or what kind of characteristics of the genre coordination role was analyzed.
The Sloan brochure genre is used for advertising the Sloan School, and the Sloan e-brochure genre is used both for advertising the school and for informing applicants about the Sloan application process (why). The content (what) in the Sloan brochure genre contains only general information about the school and the content in the Sloan e-brochure genre includes specific information for Class of 2001 applicants. This example shows that the genre plays a role in coordinating how the information is divided (divisibility). As the Sloan e-brochure genre's medium (how) is a Web page, the genre can inform applicants as well as other people such as those looking for appropriate business schools (who). If the Sloan Admissions Office would like to advertise the school so that more people would submit applications, it might be a good idea to put the Sloan paper brochure information also on the Sloan Web site (place). Then everyone who can connect to the Internet (concurrency) can access information on the Web page (accessibility).
All genres in the application genre system for the traditional Sloan Admissions were paper-based media (how) sent by postal mail or express delivery. Most applicants sent an application several days prior to the due date because they anticipated time lags for delivery (when), and this lag for an applicant in Asia was much longer than the lag for an applicant in Massachusetts. However, using the GradAvantage Web site to submit applications, every applicant can submit them on the due date (timing). (Of course, such tight timing requires a robust server. On the first due date for the Class of 2001, the server crashed, requiring an extension of the deadline.) If multiple schools were using the GradAdvantage system for MBA application, an applicant could submit his or her resume and/or essays (if applicable to more than one application) only once (share) and then reuse them for another school. If GradAdvantage gathered information about applicants' GMAT scores automatically (fit) and provided it to the MBA schools (flow), applicants would only need to take the GMAT, and would not need to contact Educational Testing Services to send their scores to various schools. It is noteworthy that mediators such as GradAdvantage must consider privacy issues when they plan to flow private information automatically. In the case above, GradAdvantage would need to have the applicant give permission to GradAdvantage to allow them to provide GMAT scores to schools, perhaps by checking a box on the application.
Some constituent genres of the application genre system for the Class of 2001 were used for selecting admitted students. In the Sloan Admissions process for the Class of 2001, the online application information was converted into a Sloan Admissions database, and the Sloan Admissions Office printed out the information and combined it with the paper-based letters of recommendation and transcripts. If the Sloan Admissions Office could request letters of recommendation and transcripts in electronic form (how), the reviewers could choose to share application documents in the database (location) without printing. The Sloan Admissions Office could send emails to reviewers in which they could provide access to the applications they would need to review in the database (accessibility). To make such a change would require social agreement both from schools with transcripts and from letter writers. Since the latter group consists of an unbounded set of people, it might be difficult to achieve (especially for international students) in the short term. An intermediate step might be to make electronic submissions of recommendation letters optional and to scan in any paper-based recommendation letters.
The Sloan Admissions review has the purpose of choosing suitable students for the school (why). Although the details of the review process are necessarily confidential, the genre taxonomy suggests some possible processes based on the review system's purpose-to decide. The process specialization hierarchy suggests two alternative ideas for the current review system: the ballot genre system and the bidding genre system. Both the Sloan Admissions review genre and the Common Lisp ballot genre system are under the "decide" purpose category in the genre taxonomy. That similarity in purpose suggests the substitution of the ballot genre system in which the Sloan Admissions director could be a coordinator who issues ballots for deciding the status of applicants (flow), reviewers could respond to the ballot, and the director could decide using ballot responses (fit). Similarly, the "decide" purpose category includes another potential review process based on the "Choose classes by bidding (Sloan)" activity. This is the Sloan class bidding genre system that the Sloan students use each semester for choosing classes they wish to take. For admissions, every reviewer could have a number of "bids" and the reviewer could bid on multiple applicants with his or her priority (divisibility), and the Sloan Admissions director would choose admitted students from the bidding results (fit).
As shown in Table I , both paper-based and electronic genres identified in the Sloan Admissions process for the Class of 2001 are included in the same widely recognized category. For example, in the business letter genre category, we identified genres in both paper and electronic form (how) for notifying the same Sloan Admissions results (why). As described earlier, the Sloan Admissions Office first sent an email (how) to all admitted students for the Class of 2001 informing them about and congratulating them on their admissions (why). Subsequently, they sent formal paper-based business letters (how) to all applicants for the Class of 2001 students, including admitted students. The Sloan Admissions staff thought that every admitted student would like to know the result as soon as possible, and sent an email because it reached admitted students faster than postal mail (timing). However, when one admitted student received the email, she was afraid that it might be a hoax. A partial reason could be that she did not recognize the business letter genre because of the email medium, which is often associated with informality. If the Sloan Admissions staff had previously endorsed this medium and announced that results would be sent by email, applicants might have more easily recognized the admittance email message as invoking a business letter genre and thus as legitimate.
The Sloan postcard genre, while now in electronic form, could be extended through automation. For example, a software agent could send a notification to people who had not registered by a due date. A software agent could also inform those on the waiting list using the electronic business letter genre (flow). In addition, people on the waiting list might be given numbers and allowed to see how many people on the list were already admitted via a Web page (concurrency). Those whose waiting number was much bigger than the current number could use this information in their decisions to give up on Sloan and enter another school (sequence).
In order to create social relationships and exchange information, the admitted students created a Sloan Yahoo! Club where they used three electronic media: a message board, a chat facility, and a Web site for electronic newsletters. In an analysis of messages posted to the message board, Orlikowski et al. identified use of the dialogue genre where admitted students asked questions and received responses about each other, the Sloan School, and life in the Boston area., The Sloan Admissions staff gathered commonly requested information and created an FAQ for next years' students (fit). The FAQ and the message board might also be used to reduce the time the staff spends answering questions via other media.
The fact that usage of the electronic genres in the Yahoo! Club ended once students arrived at Sloan suggests that the geographic dispersion and desire to share information and get to know each other combined to create support for those genres, but that geographic concentration and change in interests obviated that desire (where).
In summary, analyzing the genres of the Sloan Admissions process through the lens of the genre taxonomy allows us to generate various ideas for improving work processes related to information coordination. It is important to note that these or other ideas might not work as anticipated, because participants may not accept an attempted genre substitution or change, instead drawing on other genres from their past experiences. A community must recognize and enact a genre for it to become a legitimate part of that community's repertoire. Thus we need to analyze genres not only in advance of their implementation but also during use, because a critical component of improving work processes is to understand the continuously changing social context of communication within a community.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe that our proposed genre taxonomy with its classification of different genres, genre systems, and appropriate contexts of use, can serve as a particularly useful knowledge repository within organizations. It can help managers, consultants, and groupware designers learn communication processes and apply these more effectively to diverse situations. For example, the views of genre use over time and the genre chronology in the genre taxonomy can help people understand how use of a genre both shapes and is shaped by a community's communicative actions over time.
By facilitating the deliberation of how genres can coordinate information, the genre taxonomy offers a source for new ideas that may be useful in the design of new communication processes, the redesign of existing communication processes, and in the resolution of problems related to communicative actions. It may also be possible to anticipate potential changes in a genre by examining any evolutionary histories of similar genres represented by the chronology examples in the genre taxonomy. For example, when an organizational change or technology implementation initiates an evolution of a similar genre, we could anticipate (although never completely accurately) how the genre might evolve. We could also plan to adapt the genre to the change by mimicking or modifying variations of the similar genre as they occurred during its evolution.
The prototype of the genre taxonomy now contains only 15 generally accepted genres and several kinds of specific genres used in particular organizations. The set of genres is an open set, so no repository can ever be "finished" or "complete." As with all other knowledge repositories, the more knowledge (in this case, genres) stored within it, the more benefits the genre taxonomy can provide. It is obviously necessary to add more genres to the genre taxonomy and to examine the communication practices in more organizations. However, we believe that the prototype highlights the potential of the genre taxonomy to serve as a valuable knowledge repository that could offer benefits to communities attempting to learn to communicate well or to improve their work processes around communication.
